
CS-543: Computer Vision
Instructor: D.A. Forsyth

Homework 3

Instructions

This homework contains four questions, of equal value. Prepare a web page containing written
answers to two of the following questions, and email the URL to me by April 30, 2008. Please use
the term “homework” in the subject line of your email, and give me the names of all participants.
You may work in groups of up to three. You may write out the answers and scan them, or type
them, or whatever.

Question 1: Segmentation

How should a segmenter be evaluated? your answer should discuss available methods, and assess
them.Hint: If you think that this is an easy question, or one with an obvious answer, keep thinking.

Question 2: EM

We are presented with a dataset of the following form. Thei’th data item,Xi, consists of two
English words,Ei1 andEi2, and two French wordsFi1 andFi2. The English words are drawn from
a vocabulary of 100 words, and the French words are drawn froma vocabulary of 100 words. The
data item is obtained as follows: first, we draw a pair — one English word and one French word —
from the probability distributionP (English, French); second, we draw a second pair independently
from this distribution; now we “drop” the correspondence information. For example, the data item
(“cat”, “dog”, “rouge”, “noir”) could be obtained by drawing (“cat”, “rouge”) then (“dog”, “noir”)
or by drawing (“dog”, “rouge”) then (“cat”, “noir”). If thispair was obtained by drawing (“cat”,
“rouge”), etc. then we say the pair (“cat”, “rouge”)corresponds.

From this dataset we wish to estimateP (English, French). We introduce some notation. Write
pkl = P (English = wordk, French= word l). This is a table, with100 × 100 − 1 degrees of
freedom. WriteEij for the index of thej’th (which is 1 or 2) English word in data itemi (by this, I
mean which word in the vocabulary). WriteFij for the index of thej’th French word in data item
i.

Part 1: Show that this means that the incomplete data log-likelihood is:

∑

i

log (pEi1,Fi1
pEi2,Fi2

+ pEi1,Fi2
pEi2,Fi1

)

Part 2: Introduce a hidden variableδi. If Ei1 andFi1 correspond, thenδi = 1 otherwise it is 0.
Show that the incomplete data log-likelihood is:

∑

i

[(log (pEi1,Fi1
pEi2,Fi2

)) δi + (log (pEi1,Fi2
pEi2,Fi1

)) (1 − δi)]
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Part 3: Show that the update equations for EM are the same as those youwould get if you did
coordinate ascent on
∑

i

[(log (pEi1,Fi1
pEi2,Fi2

)) δi + (log (pEi1,Fi2
pEi2,Fi1

)) (1 − δi)]−
∑

i

(δi log δi + (1 − δi) log(1 − δi))

as a function of thepkl and theδi.
Part 4: Show that this optimization problem is convex.

Question 3: Tracking

We have a linear dynamical system with statesXi. In particular,Xi is a normal random variable
with meanDXi−1 and covarianceΣd. At each time step, there aretwo components to the mea-
surementYi. The components areYi1 andYi2. One of these two components is a normal random
variable with meanMXi and covarianceΣm. The other is a normal random variable with mean0
and covarianceΣn. We do not know which of the components is informative.P (X1) is Gaussian.

Part 1: Show that, ifP (Xi−1|Y1, ...,Yi−1) is a mixture ofk Gaussians, thenP (Xi|Y1, ...,Yi−1)
is a mixture ofk Gaussians.

Part 2: Show that, ifP (Xi|Y1, ...,Yi) is a mixture ofk Gaussians, then

P (Xi|Y1, ...,Yi, first component of measurement is informative)

is a mixture ofk Gaussians.
Part 3: Show that the posterior,P (Xi|Y1, ...,Yi) is a mixture of Gaussians, with2i mixture

components.
Part 4: We cannot use an exact representation of the posterior in this case, because there are

too many components. Suggest a strategy for managing this problem.

Question 4: Multiple Views

In this Problem, we use the right-handed coordinate systems. A photographer took a pair of images
as follows. After taking the first image, he moved the camera and took another image. The vector
P representing a point of the first image and the vectorQ representing a point of the second image
satisfied

PFQ = 0

where the fundamental matrix wasF was estimated as

F =





0 0 0
0 0 10
0 −20 0



 .

Part 1:(5 pts)

In general, do choices of image coordinate systems affect the simple 8-point least-squares fitting
estimation of the fundamental matrix? Explain why.
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Part 2:(5 pts)

Calculate the epipolar line of an image point of the first image whose image coordinates are(p, q).

Part 3:(5 pts)

Find out the relative positions of the two cameras.

Part 4:(5 pts)

Find out the ratio of the focal lengths of the two cameras.

Part 5:(5 pts)

Calculate the three-dimensional coordinates of a point whose image coordinates in the first image
is (0, 0) and the image coordinates in the second image is(1, 0) up to the scaling factor, in the
coordinate system attached to the first camera.
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